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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

An ArcGIS user added a new street (shown in the exhibit) to a streets feature class within an edit session. 

The new street seems to have snapped to an existing street but upon zooming in the ArcGIS user notices that the street
is connected to the wrong street. 

What is the most likely reason for this error? 

A. The street was digitized at a scale that was too small 

B. The street was digitized at a scale that was too large 

C. The snapping tolerance was set to Low 

D. Edge snapping was turned on Instead of end snapping 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An ArcGlS administrator is creating a custom toolbar containing tools commonly used throughout the administrator\\'s
organization. The tools include browsing, querying, and editing tools. All tools will be located on a single custom
toolbar. 

How can this custom toolbar be designed to maximize efficiency? 
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A. by grouping commands to visually separate those used for different tasks 

B. by placing the tools in context menus organized by tool type 

C. by creating a geoprocessing model for each tool type 

D. by combining the core toolbars after removing unnecessary tools 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An ArcGIS user regularly receives a large volume of data in shaped le coverage, and table formats. The user has a
Python script tool for converting the data to a standard feature class format and writing it into a file geodatabase. The
user schedules the script to run automatically, based on the update schedule, but the tool is sometimes unable to write
to the database. 

Why is the tool sometimes unable to write to the database? 

A. Another user has a schema lock on the output feature class 

B. The scheduled task is unable to access the output feature class 

C. The service is published as a map service 

D. Another scheduled task is running simultaneously 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the most efficient way for an ArcGlS user to modify the projection for data in a non- standard coordinate system
(undefined in ArcGlS) to align with data in a standard coordinate system? 

A. modify central meridian 

B. modify standard parallel 1 and standard parallel 2 

C. select a different datum 

D. modify false easting and false northing 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 
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The ArcGIS user is given data for the Arctic, and is asked to perform various types of analysis using the data. The data
extends from the North Pole south to 55 degrees North Latitude Data layers may contain points lines, or polygons and
include ice surveys from NOAA depth contours; continental margins, locations of known and suspected oil reserves,
endangered species habitat and territorial boundaries for nations having Arctic coastline. 

An ArcGIS user is asked to calculate the distance a cruise ship will travel through open water, departing from Nome,
Alaska, with stops at Point Barrow Alaska Churchill Manitoba St John\\'s Newfoundland and ending in Bar Harbor
Maine. On 

the basis of these calculations the cruise ship line will determine fuel requirements and travel time. 

Which map projection yields the most accurate results for this distance calculation? 

A. Albers equal area conic 

B. Lambert azimuthal 

C. Mercator 

D. azimuthal equidistant 

Correct Answer: B 
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